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To Whom it may concern, 

 

I am a retiree living in a small town in West Gippsland. I have a background in accounting and some 

understanding in small business. We have an independent local pharmacy whose business has been 

impacted by repeated Medicare price disclosures over the recent years. It would seem that staff 

levels and services provided has been compromised as (I assume) a direct effect. 

 

Reading your proposed review to allow another pharmacy to enter our small township is quite 

alarming. Such a provision could only jeopardise both parties as well as the townspeople and 

patients. Firstly, the existing pharmacy would lose business, with the possibility of reducing staff and 

current services. Secondly, the new entrant would struggle to produce enough turnover to maintain 

adequate staff to even keep its doors open. I think the net effect would be two businesses with very 

thin margins to provide any substantial services whatsoever. Thirdly, from a consumer perspective, 

there would be no economy of scale to provide a competitive offering to customers; nor enough 

patronage at either pharmacy to fuel innovation of products and services. 

 

Each and every business – butcher, baker, cafe, post office, bank, foodstore, hairdresser, Drs , 

pharmacy - in small towns rely heavily on the loyalty and support of locals to sustain their business. 

We always advocate local shopping and are proud of the community we create through supporting 

each other in this way. How can allowing another pharmacy in small towns produce a positive 

outcome in this setting? It will not only create financial stress on the pharmacies, possibility 

impacting local staff & services provided, discontent between new and old traders and, disunity in 

the community. We value community pharmacy for their quality of service not for their prices. We 

want our local traders to flourish for the benefit of the whole town, not let them suffer under more 

strain than they do already. As consumers we value community. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Peter. 


